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CONTEMPLATION ON BUILT HERITAGE IN IRELAND:
BETWEEN DESTRUCTION AND PRESERVATION
Rumiko Handa
This paper will examine the fate of several buildings in
Dublin, Ireland, constructed during the British rule. The decision
between destruction and preservation of such buildings naturally
rested heavily on the governments' political attitudes after the
Irish independence of the 19205. For example, while the City
Corporation let many Georgian row houses fall to vandalism
and/or destruction, the Office of Public Works recovered a number of buildings as part of a national built heritage. For example,
the former Royal Hospital now serves as the Irish Museum of
Modem Art. A number of questions arise, however, concerning
architectural signification, which bear relevant implications to the
questions of globalization. The first and foremost question concerns the ways in which a work of architecture is expected to gather its meanings. On the one hand, some architectural meanings
are arbitrary, or have little to do with, the work's physical properties, but have been assigned by cultural convention. The meaning
"Georgian" or "imperial" is in this category. On the other hand, a
work's properties, such as color, textures, sizes or proportions,
could evoke a certain natural meaning in a viewer's mind. An
example is the meaning "veneration," which has more to do with
the way the natural light pierces through wall openings than the
original cultural assignment. We have given much attention to
the conventional signification. As a result, we have increased the
proper understanding of each culture's architectural tradition.
It is necessary, then, to reflect upon undesirable consequences. An architect keen only in pictorial reproduction of traditional fonns could fall into a design of fake authenticity and
applied decoration. A historical building is doomed under the
hand of a policy-maker who can only see its original political
meaning. Furthennore, in the age of globalization, arbitrary signification puts people from other cultures at odds with meaning.
Contrary to common understanding, this arbitrariness does not
necessarily support preservation of cultures, and can instead alien~
ate cultures. In the worst situation, this leads to the destruction of
built heritage.
This study aims to demonstrate that natural signification
needs to be taken into consideration both in designing and evaluating a built object. I argue that making sense out of inherent
properties appropriates the work - that is, it grounds it in the
world of the interpreter, and eventually is effective in the conservation of architectural heritage.

